
DISCOVER 
AUTHENTIC CORSICA

WINTER 2022/2023

 



Horseback riding

Yoga 

From Pietracorbara or Erbalunga, depending on the season, 
Véronique will guide you off the beaten tracks of Cap Corse

 

Veronique « Cavallu di Brandu » +33 (0) 6.13.89.56.05

Regenerate yourself with a yoga or pilates class

Murielle +33 (0) 6.14.83.76.07 

Duration: 1 ½ hour (35€), 3 hours (48€), or full day (80€)



A guide will take you through Brando's grotto.
For your lunch, a spuntinu will be organised with a breathtaking view.

On your way you will also discover Erbalunga marina and its genoise tower
 

Have lunch in the heart of Centuri's fishermen port, directly with a local or at an inn
Round trip from the Domaine included 

4 participants minimum, 6 people maximum per car 
Departure at 9am - Return at 5pm

 
Louis +33 (0) 6.12.02.32.02

80€ per person 

Discover Brando Grotto and "spuntino"  

Explore with a 4x4 the nicest paths of Cap Corse starting from your villa
Drive over the crests and enjoy a 360° panoramic view

 

Off road driving

Louis +33 (0) 6.12.02.32.02
10am to 2.30pm

Minimum 4 participants
45€/person

e 



Explosion of flavors with a tailored-made meal, cooked in your villa
Only in villa Capraia, Elba and Monte Cristo

Olivier +33 (0) 6 75 28 87 56 

Private Chef in your
Villa 

Guided hikes 

Cap Corse randonnée 
+33 (0) 6.13.32.39.26 

Let Jeremie guide you through the unique views of Cap Corse.
 

Themed hikes available:
Heritage Tour

Flora and Fauna
Wellbeing and Sport

Personal enrichment and Self-transcendence
Snowshoe hike during winter

 



Diving

Dive and discover authenticity, beauty and richness of Cap Corse seabeds. 
The diversity of its sites will allow you to observe the Island of Beauty typical 

submarine fauna and flora and even some second world war wrecks.
 

 
Corsic Aqua Plongée +33 (0) 6.32.96.60.57 

Meditation

 
 

 
90min - 110€

 

 
 

Julien  +33 (0) 7.89.20.12.23

Sound Baths are a meditative experience that use sound to induce a deep state of relaxation.
Sound waves and frequencies wash over you, clearing away blocked or negative energies

and returning you to your natural state of balance.



Tailored Massage

Relaxing massage:
45€ - 30 minutes

80€ - 1 hour
 

Lymphatic Drainage Massage - Renata Franca
method

140€ / full body session
65€ / facial massage

 
upon request, by appointment only

 
Marine +33 (0) 6.62.55.38.37

 



Gourmet experience in a unique location

Live a unique culinary experience, thanks to the know-how of a Chef who will delight your
taste buds with a luxury picnic in a unique location

Pricing upon request

Jean Antoine +33 (0) 6.09.75.79.54


